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ABSTRACT

Solid-State Disks (SSDs) have been currently considered as a promising candidate to replace hard disks, due to their significantly short access time, low power consumption, and shock resistance. SSDs, however, have drawbacks such that their write throughput and life span are decreased by random-writes, nearly regardless of SSDs controller designs. Previous studies have mostly focused on better designs of SSDs controller and reducing the number of write operations to SSDs. We suggest another method that reallocates data pages that tend to be simultaneously written to contiguous blocks. Our method gathers write operations during a period of time and generates write traces. After transforming each trace to a set of transactions, our method mines frequent itemsets from the transactions and reallocates the pages of the frequent itemsets. In addition, we introduce an algorithm that reallocates the pages of the frequent itemsets with moderate time complexity. Experiments using TPC-C workload demonstrated that our method successfully reduce 6% of total logical block access.
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flash memory has been issued early and many studies have focused on improvement of update mechanism [5, 6] or design of SSDs-specialized data structures [7, 8]. The life span of NAND flash memory is another drawback. A block becomes unusable after the number of erase operation on the block exceeds a certain number. Several wear-leveling algorithms were proposed to even erase counts of NAND flash memory block [9, 10]. Infeasibility of inplace-update and limited life span imply that random write is a major factor of performance degradation of SSDs. Random writes cause more erase operation on blocks and shorten the life span of NAND flash memory. Moreover, frequent random writes bring the internal fragmentation, decentralization of logically related data, which worsens the throughput of SSDs [11].

In this paper, we suggest a method called PRMS (Page Reallocation Method for SSDs) to reduce random writes without any modification of internal structure of SSDs. Since the internal structure of SSDs has substantial influence on the performance of SSDs, many SSDs manufacturers conceal their internal structure of SSDs. Our method is based on two assumptions. First, most workloads have I/O patterns, the non-uniform distribution of stored data. Second, many systems such as OS and DBMS mostly request a set of write operations rather than a single write operation in order to avoid I/O bottlenecks. If we can find write operations that are both simultaneously and frequently requested, pages of SSDs modified by those write operations can be reallocated to logically contiguous regions (i.e., contiguous logical blocks of SSD). We define the pages modified by write operations that are both simultaneously and frequently requested as the frequent page set. Reallocation of the frequent page sets to contiguous logical blocks enhance the performance of SSDs. In more detail, incoming writes to the frequent page set can be efficiently processed. After the reallocation, write operations which write the frequent page set can be processed as if those were sequential writes other than random writes. Write operations to contiguous logical blocks are probably faster than write operations to several random logical blocks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the background of this paper. Section 3 introduces the overview of our method. The details of our method are described in sub-section 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Section 4 presents experimental results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Background

2.1 Frequent Itemset Mining

Let \( I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n\} \) be a set of items. Let \( D = \{l_1, l_2, \ldots, l_m\} \) is transaction-based database and each transaction is denoted as \( t \). Every transaction of \( D \) is a subset of \( I \). Set \( S \) is called itemset if \( S \) is a subset of \( I \) and is called \( k \)-itemset if the number of elements of \( S \) is equal to \( k \). The support of set \( S \) is the number of transactions including \( S \) as a subset. If the support of \( S \) is greater than a given threshold (i.e., minimum support count threshold) then the itemset is a frequent itemset. An itemset \( S \) is called maximal frequent itemset if no superset of \( S \) is a frequent itemset.

2.2 Related Works

The concept of association rule, which includes the concepts of the frequent itemset, was first introduced in [12]. A classic algorithm for mining frequent itemset is Apriori algorithm [13]. After the Apriori algorithm has been proposed, many related algorithms have been suggested [14–16]. Specifically, FP-growth is known as one of the fastest algorithm for mining frequent itemset. After the appearance of SSDs, some researchers are interested in the internal structure of SSDs [1, 11]. [1] has surveyed the known internal structures of SSDs and suggested basic policies to enhance the performance of SSDs. Other study suspected the internal structure of SSDs by analyzing the result of benchmark executed on SSDs [11]. This study also discussed the factors that degrade the performance of SSDs. Tracing kernel operation has been used by several studies. [17] designed the kernel level tracing tools for analyzing kernel activity. [18] implemented the system call monitoring tools for detecting write operations.

The fields of applying data mining in system are various. The well-known studies are [19, 20], adopting data mining to detecting abnormal behavior on networks. Several studies have been focused on applying data mining to storage device fields. [21] suggested a concept called pre-fetching. Pre-fetching reduces the latency of storage device and predicates the incoming read requests and reads the data before the actual demands. Recently, [22] proposed the more sophisticated pre-fetching method. The pre-fetching, however, only enhance the read performance of the storage device.
3. The Overall Process of PRMS

The overall process of PRMS is twofold. The first process is finding the frequent page sets. PRMS generates write traces, the set of write operations, while the workloads are executed. After the generation of write traces, PRMS finds frequent page sets from write traces by applying frequent itemset mining. Like other frequent itemset issues, PRMS examines itemsets and transactions from input data and find frequent page sets. Different from other frequent itemset issues, PRMS handles the overlapping of certain items over several frequent page sets. The second process is the reallocation of frequent page sets. In this paper, PRMS reallocates frequent page set by using Parallel ATA (PATA) commands, the standard interface for the connection of storage. As PATA commands directly handle the logical sector of storage devices, PRMS can reallocate the pages corresponding to the logical sector. Reallocation algorithm of PRMS considers the size of logical block in SSDs and the I/O efficiency.

3.1 Generation of Write Traces

PRMS maintains information of requested write operations on main memory and periodically flushes the information to storage devices. <Table 1> shows an example of write traces. There are two ways to tracing write operations. One is recognizing the write operation immediately when the workloads deploy it. The system called Amino implemented this method by utilizing a monitoring process in Linux systems [18]. When a system call is invoked, Amino catches a system call and check out this system call incuring write operations. This method can directly fetch the write operations. The other method is recognizing write operations when data are written to storage devices (i.e. when the disk cache is flushed into storage devices). Since generated write traces from the second method are strongly related to real write patterns, we adopted the second method in catching write operations.

Tracing write operations can be additional overhead to upper layers of SSDs. Main memory space has to be spared for maintaining information of requested I/O operations. Flushing the write traces to storage devices causes another write cost. From the results of our observation, the memory space and additional write cost revealed to be manageable. For 20,000 write operations which are generated from TPC-C benchmarks, the size of the write traces is approximately 8 MB. Writing 8MB data to SSDs used in our experiments took 0.015 seconds. This additional write cost is relatively small, compared to 635 seconds, which was taken for 20,000 write operations to be processed on SSDs. Therefore, the cost of generating write traces will be tolerable if the upper layers of SSDs save the main memory space for maintaining write traces and flush the memory space to SSDs.

3.2 Extraction of Frequent Page Sets from Write Traces

Finding frequent page sets is identical to frequent itemset mining. Each write operation of write traces can be treated as an item. The information such as sector offset and number of sectors to be written distinguishes each write operation from one another. We define the range deduced from sector offset and number of sectors to be written as write range. <Table 2> shows extracted items from write traces of <Table 1>.

Unlike frequent itemset mining issues, finding frequent page sets has the overlapping problem. Specifically, write operations have different write ranges, due to different offset and different amount of data to write. Each write range can overlaps one another. In <Table 2>, write range of item I is sector 100~107 and write range of item E is sector 104~119. Thus, two write ranges overlaps within sector 104~107. In frequent itemset mining issue, each item does not overlap to others. Therefore, the way to cope with the overlapped write range problem should be considered. One intuitive approach is decomposing write operation into items each of which has only one sector per item. From upper example, 8 items can be identified from I. This approach,
Table 2: Extracted items from write traces shown in Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time point</th>
<th>Sector offset</th>
<th># of sectors to write</th>
<th>Item Id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:13:921</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:13:921</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>I2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:13:921</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>I3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:13:921</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:14:657</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:14:657</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:14:734</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>I5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM 8:49:14:797</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>I3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, generates a substantial number of items. In this paper, we strictly regard each write operation as an item even if other items nearly overlap the item. The policy, one item per write operation, alleviates the difficulty of mining process. Nevertheless, the overlapping problem cannot be completely resolved. We address the remaining problem in reallocating phase. By comparing time points of write operations with one another, a set of write operations can be converted to a transaction. As mentioned in section 3.1, PRMS recognizes write operations when data are written to storage devices. If a set of write operations has the same time point, these write operations were written to storage devices at once. In this paper, we define a set of write operations whose time points are the same as a transaction.

To define the appropriate minimum support count, PRMS observes the cumulative percentage of support count of certain write trace. In detail, PRMS groups the page sets by its support counts. PRMS considers the lowest support count of groups within top n% page sets (decreasing order by its support count) as the minimum support count. For example, if we choose the parameter n to 10%, the minimum support count in Table 3 will be 4. If the parameter n is 15%, then the minimum support count in Table 3 will be 3 and so on.

The other concepts applied to PRMS are follows. PRMS finds the maximal frequent itemsets. If a frequent page set denoted as S1 is a subset of other frequent page set denoted as S2, there is no need to reallocate both S1 and S2. The frequent page set S1 can be eliminated from the mining result. For its popularity and efficiency, we adopt FP-growth to our frequent itemset mining process [14].

Table 3: Cumulative percentage of support count of write trace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support count ≥ 6</th>
<th>Cumulative count of page sets</th>
<th>Cumulative percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support count ≥ 5</td>
<td>2,021</td>
<td>3.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support count ≥ 4</td>
<td>3,553</td>
<td>6.582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support count ≥ 3</td>
<td>7,622</td>
<td>13.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support count ≥ 2</td>
<td>54,888</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54,888</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Identified transactions and maximal frequent itemsets from write traces shown in Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction ID</th>
<th>Itemset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>I1 I2 I3 I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>I1 I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>I5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>I2 I3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent itemset</th>
<th>Itemset</th>
<th>Support count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>I1 I4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>I2 I3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the identified transaction and maximal frequent itemsets where the minimum support count is 2.

3.3 Reallocation of Frequent Page Sets to Logical Blocks
3.3.1 Expansion Process

Reallocation without considering overlapped write range causes additional write operations. An update operation depends on data to be written. Therefore, reallocation of data changes the write ranges of the related update operations. Assume that a certain part of write range of an update operation is reallocated. After the reallocation, the incoming update operations should update both the reallocated write range and un-reallocated write range. As two updates cannot be handled in one write operation, such a case generates additional write operations. (Fig. 1) is an example of additional write operations when frequent page set S1 is reallocated to sector 200-215 (sector 200-207 for I1 and sector 208-215 for I4). If the write operation I5 is an update operation, the incoming write operation I5 should write data to sector 204-207 and 108-119.

PRMS handles the overlapping problem by expanding
Expansion process. Since $I_1$ and $I_5$ overlap each other, PRMS expands write range of $I_1$ to sector 100–119, the write range of the union of $I_1$ and $I_5$. The reallocation of sector 100–119 prevents the additional write operation of $I_5$. If several write ranges $R_1, R_2, R_3, ... R_n$ are overlapped with a write range $R$ to be reallocated, PRMS expands the write range $R$ to union of all the overlapped write ranges and $R (R \cup R_1 \cup R_2 \cup R_3 \cdots \cup R_n)$. Lines 1 to 9 in algorithm 1 describe the expansion process. For each write range of all frequent page sets, PRMS locates overlapped write ranges (line 6) and calculates the write range of the frequent page set to be expanded (line 7 and 8). After finding all the overlapped write ranges, PRMS finally set the write range to the calculated write range (line 9). This scheme is not capable of eliminating all the expected additional writes. There are overlapped write operations such that none of them are members of frequent page sets. To remove all the expected additional writes, all the write operations of write traces have to be sorted and the overlapped write ranges have to be located. This process is not applied to PRMS since high time complexity is expected. There are still chances of additional write costs since it is possible for each expanded frequent page to overlap others. 

**Algorithm 1** Expansion algorithm

**Input:** write traces $WT$, frequent page sets $F$
**Output:** expanded frequent page sets $EF$

Expansion algorithm($WT, F$)

1. for each frequent page set $S$ of $F$ do
2. for each write range $w$ of $S$ do
3. Set $ws$ ← start offset of $w$
4. Set $we$ ← end offset of $w$
5. for each write range $t$ of $WT$ do
6. if $t$ overlaps with $w$ then
7. Set $ws$ ← start offset of $w \cup t$
8. Set $we$ ← end offset of $w \cup t$
9. Set start offset of $w \leftarrow ws$ and end offset of $w \leftarrow we$
10. for each frequent page set $S$ of $F$ do
11. for each write range $p$ of $S$ do
12. for each frequent page set $R$ of $F$ do
13. for each write range $q$ of $R$ do
14. if $p$ overlaps with $q$ then
15. set $p \leftarrow p \cup q$ and $q \leftarrow p \cup q$
16. $EF \leftarrow F$ and return $EF$

**Table 5** Write range of each item of expanded frequent page sets $S_1$ and $S_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequent page set</th>
<th>Write operation</th>
<th>Original write range</th>
<th>Overlapped write operations</th>
<th>Expanded write range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>$I_1$</td>
<td>100–107</td>
<td>$I_5$</td>
<td>100–119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_4$</td>
<td>35–42</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>35–42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>$I_2$</td>
<td>56–59</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>56–59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_3$</td>
<td>110–125</td>
<td>$I_5$</td>
<td>104–125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
denotes the number of write operation of write trace as M and the average number of write range in a frequent page set as C and the number of frequent page sets as N, the time complexity of line 1 to 9 is \( O(CMN) \). In line 10 to 15, algorithm 1 scans whole frequent page sets at each frequent page set. With the same notations, the time complexity of line 10 to 15 can be described as \( O(C^2N^2) \). Thus, the whole time complexity of expansion algorithm is \( O(CMN + C^2N^2) \).

### 3.3.2 Reallocation Process

The order of reallocating frequent page sets determines the efficiency of reallocation process. To verify the efficiency of each reallocation process, we compute the total number of logical block accesses before the reallocation. (Fig. 3) is an example of frequent page sets. Since each write range is separated to others, the number of logical block accesses per frequent page set is the same as the number of write operations in frequent page set. When each frequent page set has been requested with the same support count, the total number of logical block accesses is 90(=6+3+15+3+9+3).

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Frequent page set} & a & b & c & \text{Support count} \\
\hline
\text{F1} & 2 & 3 & 1 & 6 \\
\text{F2} & 3 & 1 & 3 & 15 \\
\text{F3} & 3 & 3 & 1 & 9 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

(Fig. 3) An example of frequent page sets.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Frequent page set} & a & b & c & \text{Support count} \\
\hline
\text{F1} & 2 & 3 & 1 & 6 \\
\text{F2} & 3 & 1 & 3 & 15 \\
\text{F3} & 3 & 3 & 1 & 9 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Logical block} & a & b & c & \text{Support count} \\
\hline
\text{L1} & 2 & 3 & 1 & \\
\text{L2} & 3 & 1 & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

(Fig. 4) Intuitive reallocation process of frequent page sets. The logical block size is 8 sectors. (Fig. 4) is an intuitive reallocation process of frequent page sets. In (Fig. 4), F1, F2 and F3 are reallocated sequentially. The reallocation of F1, F2 and F3 is processed as follows. First, F1(write range a, b and c) is reallocated to logical block L1. Second, because write ranges b and c are already reallocated to L1, write range d of F2 is reallocated. Write range d of F2 is reallocated to the logical block L2 since there is not enough space for d in L1. Third, during reallocating of F3, write range e of F3 is reallocated since write range b and d are already reallocated in L1 and L2. There are enough space for write range e in both L1 and L2. We randomly choose L2 as a logical block in order to reallocate write range e. After the intuitive reallocation, logical block accesses of frequent page set are reduced. For example, we need only one logical block access to handle the frequent page set F1 after the intuitive reallocation. If each frequent page set has been requested with the same support counts, the total number of logical block accesses is 54(=6+15+2+9+2). Compared to 90(i.e. the total number of logical block accesses before the intuitive reallocation) intuitive reallocation definitely decreases the number of logical block accesses. However, this intuitive reallocation scheme ignores the priority of frequent pages.

PRMS considers the priority of each frequent page set. PRMS reallocates first frequent page set with higher support count. In more detail, PRMS sorts the frequent page sets in decreasing order of support count and reallocates sorted frequent page set sequentially. The way of reallocating each frequent page set is identical to intuitive reallocation. (Fig. 5) is an example of

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Frequent page set} & b & c & d & \text{Support count} \\
\hline
\text{F2} & 3 & 1 & 3 & 15 \\
\text{F3} & 3 & 1 & 3 & 9 \\
\hline
\text{F1} & 2 & 3 & 1 & 6 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Logical block} & b & c & d & e \\
\hline
\text{L1} & 3 & 1 & 3 & 1 \\
\text{L2} & 3 & 1 & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

(Fig. 5) Reallocation process of frequent page sets in decreasing order of support counts.
4. Experiments

Our experiments were based on common environment, equipped with 2.3 GHz CPU and 2GB RAM. As a storage device, we used a commercial SSDs, MTRON MSP-SATA7005. The maximal performance of the used SSDs is 120MB/sec for read and 90MB/sec for write. Logical block size of SSDs used in our experiment is 1MB. We used 16GB space for the benchmark test. The operating system was Windows XP and DBMS was MySql 5.0.

For the benchmark test, we used a specified toolkit [23]. To reduce the interference, we modified TPC-C parameters. TPC-C defines the behavior of each emulated users, not the whole group of emulated users [24]. Therefore, not enough quantity of emulated users may randomize the write patterns. For regulation of the side effects of several emulated users and the limits of our experiment environments, we set the number of

emulated user to 1. TPC-C parameters such as key time and think time were set to 5 seconds each. We run several benchmark tests and choose 4 tests for mining and reallocating process.

As a preliminary process, FRMS calculated the appropriate minimum support count. We consider the support count of top 5% highly-accessed page sets as the minimum support count. By observing the cumulative percentage of support count of certain write trace (i.e. test T7), we choose 5 as the minimum support count.

Since the real benefit of reallocation is hard to estimate, we planned a simulation for the estimation. The related work revealed the performance degradation of SSDs after the initial data distribution of SSDs is randomized by random writes [11]. During our experiments, we observed the performance of write operation was decreased after the several benchmark tests were executed. Erasing all blocks of SSDs and rebuilding the data may recover the write performance of SSDs, however, such process changes the whole data distribution of SSDs. From this reason, we did not actually reallocate frequent page sets to SSDs. We virtually reallocated frequent page sets to main memory spaces. We assumed a benchmark test was occurred after the reallocation and counted the logical block access of benchmark tests.

<Table 7> shows the measured mining time and reallocation time of the experiments. <Table 7> also lists the factors to determine the reallocation time. In our experiments, the measured reallocation time matches the time complexity of reallocation process. For example, the logical block access (denoted as M in section 3.3) and the total number of write range of frequent page sets (denoted as M·C in section 3.3) of T3 are twice than that of T1. According to the time complexity, the reallocation time of T3 will be four times more than reallocation time of T1. Shown in <Table 7>, the estimated reallocation times matched the assumption. The main time-consumed task was mining process. The
Table 7) The measured mining time and reallocation time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TPC-C test</th>
<th>Logical block accesses</th>
<th>Mining time</th>
<th>Reallocation time</th>
<th>Total time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>37,411</td>
<td>6,687</td>
<td>1,596</td>
<td>8,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>36,821</td>
<td>7,996</td>
<td>1,377</td>
<td>9,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>73,570</td>
<td>9,556</td>
<td>5,906</td>
<td>15,549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>74,666</td>
<td>10,941</td>
<td>4,707</td>
<td>15,648</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8) Simulated result of the reallocation. The reduced percentage is the ratio of reduced logical block accesses to the original logical block accesses of the benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test for mining</th>
<th>Test for simulation</th>
<th>Logical block accesses after reallocation</th>
<th>Reduced percentage (%)</th>
<th>logical blocks for reallocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>34,382</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>70,317</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>69,501</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>34,972</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mining time was approximately proportional to the size of write traces.

In our experiments, 6.2% of logical block accesses were reduced after the reallocation of frequent page sets. The reduced access of logical block means that more pages can be written in one logical block. Such an effect saves the time for searching the logical blocks and ease the update mechanism in block based SSDs.

Though the percentage of reduced logical block accesses seems small, there are three contributions. First, PRMS enhanced the write performance without modifying any internal structure of SSDs. Applying PRMS would increase the performance of system regardless of any SSDs. Second, the benefit of reallocation is sustained in period of time. Each four tests were selected randomly among several benchmark tests. This selection regulates the temporal data correlation of each reallocation process. From this point of view, PRMS can be executed in cycle and soften the cost of PRMS. Third, PRMS only needs small number of logical blocks for reallocation. All four reallocation simulations use 5MB or 15 MB memory space for the reallocation. The the simulation denoted on third row, test T3 in <Table 6>, requires approximately 1280MB on SSDs. Since average request data size per one logical block accesses in our experiments is 16 KB and reduced percentage is 4.94%, total size of 58MB write operations were serialized with other write operations. And such effect was taken by using only 5MB for reallocation.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a novel way of improving the performance of SSDs. In this paper, we suggested that the migration of frequent data could reduce the overall performance degradation of SSDs which is mainly caused by frequent random writes. Due to the fact that internal structure of SSDs is completely different from that of hard disks, we designed a basic algorithm for the reallocation process. Our experiment results confirmed that classic frequent mining algorithm, FP-growth, could be applied to mining frequent page sets with reasonable time complexity. In simulation experiment, PRMS reduced the number of logical block accesses by approximately 6.2%.

Several unsolved problems exist in our research. First, PRMS was experimented with synthetic benchmarks. We have plans to apply our method to several real workloads. In addition, we are eager to analyze the appropriate execution cycle and performance evaluation of PRMS in real workloads. Second, we used common monitoring tools for generating write traces. Implementing PRMS on open source OS or building own monitoring module is possible as a direction of our future research. Third, the mining algorithm is imperfect for mining frequent page sets due to the overlapping problem. Besides, the recycle of former frequent page set in next frequent page set mining was not considered. We are willing to design an appropriate algorithm for mining frequent page sets in SSDs. Forth, we are planned to apply PRMS in SSDs based on the page mapping FTL. As our method reallocates frequent page set into one logical block, PRMS does not enhance the write performance of SSDs based on the page mapping FTL.
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